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Keeping
sugar beet
in the rotation
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We talk to the winner of the 2019 British Beet Research Organisation (BBRO) Beet Yield
Challenge about his approach to growing beet and sound out his thoughts for the future.

Last year, Mark Means of JS
Means Ltd, Terrington, near King’s
Lynn, won the BBRO Beet Yield
Challenge, delivering a winning
yield of 109.7t/ha, achieving 97%
of crop potential in what was a
very challenging year. To put this
wining yield into context; the overall
average yield of the 26 crops entered
was 90.1t/ha.

His 2019 sugar beet crop
has yielded 94t/ha adjusted.
We ask him what his plans for the
2020 cropping season are: We hope to have beet in the rotation
up until 2021, but after that I cannot
see it being economically viable.
It’s becoming increasingly costly to
grow a profitable sugar beet crop
with the loss of available chemistry
like the neonics and some of the
crucial pesticides, with no further
improvement in prices, he says.

In contrast, if you look at where
wheat prices are now, and the fact
that you can harvest when its dry,
it makes for a much more attractive
option than sugar beet.
Mark believes that good establishment
relies on making sure soils are in as
good condition as possible.
After this last very wet autumn and
winter, we seriously need to address
how to grow beet in a way that
allows soils to be more resilient for
harvesting and organic manures in
the autumn play a key role in this.
Although there is no blue print for
cultivations, it depends on the season
and field, Mark generally ploughs
or cultivates in the autumn, with
the organic matter acting as a glue
preventing the soils from breaking
down too much over the winter.
Controlled Traffic Farming (CTF) and
careful attention to tyre pressures is
also a key part of the approach.

For the 2020 crop, most of the
ploughing was completed by
September, says Mark, apart from
on the heavier soils which were
subsoiled and roughly cultivated, and
he hopes that a bit of patience will
pay off and the soils will have had
some opportunity to dry out without
the leaching of too many nutrients
from the organic manures.
I’m quite interested in strip-till drilling
as it reduces the amount of soil that is
cultivated, and is an area that I’d like
to see more work on, ensuring that it
doesn’t impact on yields or the quality
of the beet, he notes.
He adds a caveat to this, that he
would need to look at costs more
closely as initially there would be the
added expense of a strip till machine
or specialist contractor with very
timely cultivations.
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key to a profitable
> The
sugar beet crop always
comes back to getting
the crop away quickly,

says Mark, as this is the only way of
growing a plant that has developed
some adult resistance to virus
yellows before the aphids reach
their peak activity - and that is our
greatest challenge.
Mark’s approach for even
establishment is to drill slowly between 5-7km/h – and to adapt the
depth according to moisture in the
seed bed, with the seed going into
the valley nearer the moisture.
With regards to pest and disease control,
so far this winter we have only had one
reasonably hard frost, so we will need
to be on our toes with the subsequent
threat from high aphid populations and
subsequent yellows virus infection.

Matt Ward of Farmacy who is
responsible for the agronomy
on Mark’s farm is hoping that
emergency approval for Biscaya
(thiacloprid) is renewed this spring.
We definitely needed it last year;
threshold was met for both Biscaya
and Teppeki, (flonicamid) and we
were able to keep on top of the
aphids. If we don’t have Biscaya this
season we won’t be able to achieve
the same levels of control, and we
would be looking at some serious
resistance issues in a year or two if
Teppeki is all that we can spray.
Fungicide decisions are adapted to
the varieties in the ground, says Matt.
Last year, we lifted the beet early
so we didn’t need a third spray, but
where there is yield potential in an
open autumn there is definitely a
place for it.
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Left to right, Darryl Shailes, Mark Means and Matt Ward
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We tend to use Escolta (cyproconazole
+ trifloxystrobin) as the first spray, then
Rubric (epoxiconazole) - but we won’t
be able to use this anymore so we will
need to review our approach this year.
“Weed control is always approached on
a field by field basis; the main weeds
tending to be polygnums, potato
volunteers and mare’s tail”, he says.
“Phenmedipham and desmedipham
mixtures form the basis of the
herbicide programme, topped
up with Shield (clopyralid) for
volunteer potatoes, and Debut,
(triflusulfuronmethyl), but this is
the last year that we will be able to
use desmedipham, so again this will
need reviewing.”

Questions about this
article? Please contact us:
information@hlhltd.co.uk
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Dr John Keer
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Dick Neale

HUTCHINSONS TECHNICAL MANAGER

Damage limitation
for soils after spuds
Late harvesting of potatoes and other crops in wet conditions last autumn/winter has left some
fields in a poor state going into spring, so care must be taken not to exacerbate the problems in
a rush to get drilling.

Structural damage, such as
compaction and smearing,
was greatest where crops were
lifted late on saturated soils and
remained bare and waterlogged
over winter, however even fields
harvested and drilled earlier in
autumn may have underlying
issues to rectify, says John Keer of
Richard Austin Agriculture.
“Compaction in wheel ruts extends
beyond 30cm deep in some cases
where crops were lifted late on wet
ground, and many fields require some
kind of levelling once dry enough.
“Silts have a very fragile structure,
but given a good drying period and
timely cultivation, it is relatively easy
to rectify the issues, unlike a clay
loam which although self-structures
better, can be harder to repair once
damaged.”

Identify the problem
Every field must be assessed and
managed individually to avoid making
problems worse, advises Dr Keer.
“For example, going in too deep with
a subsoiler means the leg pulls a slot
through the compacted layer while
the point smears the soil below,
adding to the problems, rather than
reducing them.”
Hutchinsons technical manager
Dick Neale urges growers not to
assume areas affected by standing
water on the surface are due to
compaction.
Inspections of soils in one of
the worst affected areas around
Boston in Lincolnshire during
January showed that in most cases
surface waterlogging was due to
compression and capping of just
the top 4-5 inches, which reduced
infiltration, not deep compaction.

“In many cases surface waterlogging
is an infiltration issue, not a drainage
problem. Rushing onto these fields
with a subsoiler is the worst thing
you can do,” he warns.
“Before doing anything, get a spade
out and inspect your soils to see exactly
what and where the problems are,
then decide how best to tackle them.”
Things to consider include:
• Dig up a spadeful of soil and break
it open - is it just wet on the
surface layer and dry below, or
saturated throughout?
• Any signs of deep compaction or
surface smearing? How deep is it?
Which areas are affected?
• How well is water moving down 		
through the soil profile?
• How are roots growing? Any sign
of growth being prevented?
• Any concerns with odour, visual 		
appearance, or poor worm activity?
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BEWARE
potato volunteers
The wet 2019/20 winter is also likely to make
volunteer potato control more challenging
this season, according to Dr Keer.
“In a normal season, many growers will drill a
following winter wheat crop without ploughing,
so any small material that’s gone through the
harvester remains on the surface to give the winter
weather chance to kill emerging volunteers.
“This year, much of what did get drilled has
been ploughed, which buries these smaller
potatoes and makes volunteers much harder to
control, as emergence is much more protracted
and may extend to the following season.
“With limited herbicide chemistry in
crops such as peas, parsnips and carrots,
that’s a real challenge.”

cultivations
> Flexible
and cropping
Once the nature and extent of any
soil damage has been identified,
it is only then the appropriate
management should be decided.
In some cases, subsoiling will
be necessary to remove deep
compaction, however both Mr Neale
and Dr Keer say this must only be
done when soils are dry enough to
get the shattering effect from the
machine. This may mean waiting until
the summer or autumn in some cases.
“Only subsoil where there is an
issue, and make sure it’s in the right
conditions at the correct depth,”
adds Dr Keer.
Whatever cultivation is used this
spring, the key is to select the best
option for each situation and only
work ground when soil is dry enough.

In the right conditions, Mr Neale says
two angled passes with a pigtail tine
cultivator to around 5-6” deep can do a
good job of levelling the surface ahead
of ploughing and will help break the
surface layer to improve infiltration.
Headlands, trailer routes and other
heavily-trafficked areas may well
need treating differently to the
middle of the field, so growers
should be flexible with cultivations
and cropping to reflect this, he says.
“Generally, a growing crop is the best
thing for drying and conditioning
soils. But don’t just force a crop in. If
the headlands are compacted, wet
and unworkable, consider leaving
them until later and drill the centre of
the field separately once dry enough.”
Growers on silts have a good choice
of cropping options, so selecting
something sown later will buy more
time to rectify structural issues first,
Dr Keer notes.
“Summer brassicas such as calabrese,
cauliflower and cabbage are
particularly good as they are not
planted until June or July.”

Cover crop the worst areas
On some of the worst-affected soils,
Mr Neale says growers may be better
to put in a later-sown cover crop
rather than risk growing a poor spring
crop and exacerbating soil problems.
This could apply to whole, or parts
of fields, such as headlands or other
trafficked areas.
In such cases, consider drilling a spring
crop into the centre of the field once
conditions allow, leaving the damaged
or wetter areas to dry out before sowing
a summer cover crop mix in April
or May. The whole field can then be
brought back together in the autumn.
“A seven or eight-way species mix
will bring many different types of
root architecture that will condition

the soil and act as a ‘water pump’ to
draw out water from varying depths.”
Mr Neale recommends including
species such as millet, burseem
clover, white mustard, linseed,
buckwheat, ryegrass and phacelia.
“This season may be a damage limitation
exercise in some situations. Whenever
we have to harvest late-lifted crops in
wet conditions, some soil damage is
inevitable, but patience and careful
management will limit the impact
and not make the situation worse.”

Talk to one of our trained
soil specialists for advice
on the best steps to take in
your own situation – email:
healthysoils@hlhltd.co.uk

Spring soil
MANAGEMENT TIPS

• Inspect fields closely to identify the presence
and location of soil structure issues
• Don’t assume waterlogging is due to deep
compaction; it may be surface capping
• Wait for soils to dry sufficiently before cultivating
• Target cultivations carefully - only subsoil 		
where required and when dry enough (delay
until summer?)
• Angled shallow tine cultivations may be 		
enough to level soils
• Consider temporarily dividing fields, to crop
areas that can be worked in spring
• Sow a cover crop on worst-affected
areas to improve soil ahead
of autumn drilling.
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Changes to
product selection

in potatoes
2020 is going to be a notable year in terms of changes to the
agrochemical selection growers will have to make in the potato
crop. Darryl Shailes (Root Crop Technical Manager) explains.

The loss of actives predicted when
the EU changed from risk-based to
hazard-based assessment criteria,
has had significant effect in the
last 2 years.
The change is not well understood
in the industry and means that any
active that is potentially hazardous
cannot now be approved, as the
opportunity to mitigate the risk
by various different management
practices has been removed.
Now, if an active is described as
hazardous to operators, even with
the use of personal protective
clothing and closed transfer system
application equipment, the product
will not be approved.
For 2020 we have lost diquat
(Reglone), ethoprophos (Mocap),
thiacloprid (Biscaya), pencycuron
(Monceren DS) and are in the last
season of chlorpropham (CIPC) on
potatoes, in addition to flonicamid
(Teppeki) on ware crops.
So, what changes do we need to
make to ensure these differences
have as little effect on growing
potatoes as possible?
The loss of diquat as an herbicide
and haulm desiccant will need to be
managed proactively.
Pyraflufen-ethyl (Gozai) and
carfentrazone-ethyl (Shark) both do
a good job in the pre-emergent slot
for most weeds. Glyphosate can be
added for grass weeds and to bolster
the weed spectrum, but be careful as

only some brands have the approval
needed and if adding glyphosate,
application must be pre-emergent of
the crop.
Haulm desiccation will be
more challenging and we saw in
Hutchinsons trials that a programme
of Gozai and Shark did a very good
job in 2019, although the crops were
mature and more senesced than
normal on all sites. We are expecting
that, in more normal seasons, many
crops will need flailing. We also
saw that although the skins were
set and the stolons released, in
most situations there was still more
green left than with previous diquat
applications, so blight programmes
will have to be continued until lifting
with a tuber active product.
Mocap will be an issue for short
harvest interval crops, as at
present we have no alternative for
wireworm control in salad potatoes.
Site selection, monitoring of varieties
and lifting dates will be the only
route for many growers, until some
of the biologicals being trialled get
approval. PCN will be less of an issue,
with Fluopyram (Velum Prime) and
the use of resistant varieties in
the rotation.
The loss of Biscaya and Teppeki for
aphid control can be managed with
other products such as acetamiprid
(Insyst) and spirotetramat (Movento),
but the choice is limited and some of
the replacements more expensive.

Darryl Shalies

Root Crop Technical Manager

With Monceren going for
rhizoctonia (black scurf) on
seed, the last product that had a
recommendation for use by hand
has gone. There are very effective
alternatives in flutolanil (Rhino) and
Penflufen (Emmesto Prime DS), but
both will need to be applied by a
mechanical on-planter applicator.
Probably the biggest issue for many
growers of processing crops is the
loss of CIPC for potato storage which
is very significant; but potentially the
changing of the MRL is of greater
concern, as stores that have had CIPC
in the past can leach the active out of
the fabric of the structure and cause
problems, even where the current
crop has not been gassed.
We encourage all growers to get
fully abreast of the changes and
to contact the storage specialists
at Sutton Bridge Crop Storage
Research, part of AHDB potatoes.

If you have questions about
this article, please contact us:
information@hlhltd.co.uk
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reinforce value of variety choice
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Post-emergence
herbicide crop
safety trial findings:
• All post-ems have some potential to cause
crop damage, but…
• Varieties differ in their response
• Agria has consistently shown more adverse
effects from all bentazone-based treatments,
whereas Performer and Royal have shown
fewer effects and grown away well
• Rich, black soils are more resilient than
other soil types
• Weather after herbicide application 		
affects the ability of crops to recover
from damage.

With planning underway for the
2020 potato season, results from the
Hutchinsons Fenland demonstration
site in Suffolk have provided a timely
reminder of how important careful
variety selection is for managing
key agronomic challenges.
Variety characteristics are particularly
important for potato cyst nematode
(PCN) control, which is a focus of the
Fenland trials, while other work shows
the loss of diquat for desiccation and
haulm management could further
affect planting decisions.
In terms of PCN, John Keer of
Richard Austin Agriculture, says
although nematicides remain useful,
growers should capitalise on varietal
resistance and tolerance.
“Our work over three years shows
real inroads can be made into PCN
control with judicious use of the most
appropriate varieties, and it may be
possible to “buy” leeway to grow less
resistant varieties in combination.”
The 2019 trial site, hosted by A.L Lee
Farming Company, was under higher
PCN pressure than previous seasons,
with an average initial egg count (Pi) of
115 eggs/g of soil, all Globodera pallida.
Some 18 varieties with different levels
of resistance and tolerance were
trialled to see how crops performed
and how they impacted on the PCN
egg count in the soil after harvest (Pf).
Results showed a similar pattern to
previous years, with Cara performing
worst for PCN multiplication, with a
Pf:Pi ratio of 4.5. This was despite it
doing well in the tolerance trial and
shows the clear practical differences
between “resistance” and “tolerance”.

“Markies also performed badly and
has been consistently poor, typically
averaging 2.5 to 3-times multiplication
in three years of trials,” Dr Keer says.
In contrast, resistant varieties
Performer and Arsenal were again
most effective at reducing PCN over
the season, with a Pf:Pi of less than
0.5 (i.e. egg count halved).
“Performer, Rock and Innovator have
shown good consistency for reducing
PCN after a crop in our trials. Lugano,
Libero, and Royal also did well in 2019.”
However, 2018 was an anomaly for
Royal, as an increase in PCN was seen,
despite reductions in 2017 and 2019,
he notes. “It’s not clear why, but could
be due to the presence of a PCN
genotype that Royal is not resistant to.”
Varietal tolerance results generally
support previous years, with more
vigorous varieties such as Arsenal, Cara,
Performer, Rock and Royal, showing
good tolerance, while Maris Peer,
Innovator and Sagitta were less tolerant.
“Markies is the one that seems to
break the rules. It’s very vigorous,
but shows low tolerance.”
PCN tolerance is heavily dependent on
soil type and moisture, as very fertile
soils can be more forgiving to the
effects of PCN, while dry conditions
reduce nematode movement, he adds.

Consider canopy
management
With pre-harvest desiccation set
to become more difficult and take
longer without diquat, agronomist
Andrew Cromie says some growers
may need to re-evaluate variety
choices, cropping plans or fertiliser
strategy to reduce the likelihood of

having very large, growing canopies
late in the season.
The desiccation and haulm
management trial shows flailing
followed by repeated splits of
chemical desiccation will be key
to canopy destruction, especially
for large, determinate varieties.
A herbicide application prior to
flailing also helps open the canopy.

Follow news and progress
at our Fenland potato
demonstration site on our
website: www.hlhltd.co.uk
For more information on any of our products or
services, please contact your local Hutchinsons
agronomist, or contact us at:

H L Hutchinson Limited • Weasenham Lane
Wisbech • Cambridgeshire PE13 2RN

Tel: 01945 461177
Fax: 01945 474837
Email: information@hlhltd.co.uk
@Hutchinsons_Ag
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